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Abstract

The passage of the Heilongjiang Province Regulation on Climate Resources Survey and Protection (the “Regulation”) that regulates wind and solar energy generation sparked a public furor because it contains a provision that stipulates, “climate resources are owned by the state.” As a case study of this regulatory attempt to manage emerging natural resources, this Article makes the following three arguments. First, the “nationalization” provision in the Regulation is legally compatible with Chinese law that conceives of public property as state-owned property and not as property that requires public access. Second, a clear designation of the state as the manager of resources on behalf of the otherwise amorphous notion of the public is preferable to the “tragedy of the commons” that might arise from the free public access to such natural resources that is advocated by certain Chinese scholars. Third, this controversy is largely irrelevant because the state is always able to address redistribution and externality concerns related to resource use through taxation and various regulatory powers, regardless of whether natural resources are publicly or privately owned. On a broader note, this Article cautions against the pitfall of instinctively rejecting all state intervention - even when there is legitimate distrust regarding state governance - and highlights how the issue of governance remains central regardless of the property rights arrangement for emerging natural resources.
*83 INTRODUCTION

The specter of climate change has prompted increased policy emphasis on generating wind and solar energy to help reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This has in turn brought legal issues on the rights regarding wind and sunlight to the forefront. Such legal issues can manifest in several forms. For example, can wind rights be “severed” from ownership rights to underlying land to facilitate market transactions and investment in wind energy generation? Should access to sunlight and wind be legally recognized as a form of easement that will prohibit neighboring landowners from interfering with wind and solar energy generation? Do neighbors have the right under nuisance laws to enjoin wind and solar energy generation...
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because of the negative externalities associated with the otherwise clean energy? Is the right to harness wind and sunlight for energy generation subject to the public trust doctrine and the consequential limitations based on public rights in the environment?

Then, there is the nationalization of wind and sunlight.

The passage of the Heilongjiang Province Regulation on Climate Resources Survey and Protection (the “Regulation”) that regulates the use of wind and solar energy in China’s Heilongjiang province sparked a public furor. The controversy centered on Article 7 of the Regulation, which stipulates that “climate resources,” defined as “wind energy, solar energy, precipitation and any component of the atmosphere that is capable of being used by human activities,” are owned by the state and require regulatory approval by the provincial meteorological bureau before being utilized or even surveyed.

*84 This perceived assertion of state ownership over wind and sunlight was widely criticized by Chinese commentators. One popular jibe is whether citizens must now pay to enjoy the breeze on a sunny afternoon, and another asks whether the state “owner” of wind and sunlight is liable for damages with respect to civil claims for injuries caused by wind and sunlight. Amidst the popular uproar, certain Chinese academics have also challenged the legality of the Regulation. In addition to the issues of whether climate resources are a form of national “basic economic institutions” that cannot be regulated by the Heilongjiang provisional legislative body and whether climate resources can even be the subject matter of ownership rights, a central theme of the criticism revolves around the ownership of climate resources. Echoing public sentiment, academics argue that wind and sunlight are resources that belong to the entire population and not the state and that the state is not permitted to impede or otherwise impose charges on the use of such resources by the people.

*85 This Article critically examines the “nationalization” of climate resources under the Regulation and makes three arguments. The first is that the “nationalization” provision is legally compatible with current Chinese law. Unlike the civil law tradition that recognizes public property as property from which public access cannot be excluded, public property under the socialist influence on Chinese law is based solely on state ownership. If climate resources are publicly owned - and no Chinese commentator is suggesting that these resources should be private property - then such resources can only be state-owned property under Chinese law.

Second, the clear designation of the state to represent the otherwise amorphous notion of public in the management of publicly owned natural resources is preferable to the free access of the public advocated by Chinese scholars. Although skepticism regarding the state’s ability to fairly and efficiently manage state-owned property is legitimate - particularly in China, where scandals abound that are linked to the mismanagement of state-owned property - free public access is a poor alternative allocation method to address the negative externalities associated with resource exploitation and the redistributive concerns of genuine public resource exploitation. Having no restrictions on public access to natural resources will only result in the “tragedy of the commons,” in which the negative externalities of over-exploitation are imposed on society, and use of the resource is allocated only to those segments of the population that are poised to exploit it.

Third, once the misleadingly attractive notion of public access is rejected, the question of state ownership becomes irrelevant. State ownership is neither a necessary nor a sufficient prerequisite for effectively addressing externalities and redistribution considerations. State ownership through nationalization is only one form of state intervention that regulates the use of natural resources. Even if the rights and entitlement to the natural resources remained vested in private entities, the state can easily impose regulatory restrictions to manage the negative externalities associated with resource exploitation and can levy taxes to achieve the de facto transfer of the economic value of the natural resources back to the public coffers. Conversely, the corruption and rent-seeking that plagues the state management of state-owned property remains a real concern for the state exercise of regulatory powers, particularly in an authoritarian state - such as China - that does not have separation of powers. Thus, improving governance - such as through a critical discussion regarding the operation of the regulatory regime set up by the Regulation to manage the use of climate resources - should be the subject of critical inquiry.

*86 In essence, this Article argues that the public furor over the “nationalization” of climate resources represents a legitimate and understandable distrust of Chinese state governance that is, however, wrongly directed at state ownership.
Two takeaway lessons emerge on the broader question regarding the management of emerging natural resources. First, the remedy for grievances about governance should be to strengthen governance provisions rather than a rejection thereof; this reasoning applies not only for our case study of climate resources management in China but also equally for other emerging natural resources and in other jurisdictions. Echoing the jurisprudential development of Reich’s “New Property,” this Article cautions against the pitfall of instinctively rejecting all state intervention that is likely to introduce a greater evil in the form of the tragedy of the commons. Second, the discourse regarding the appropriate property rights arrangement for the emerging categories of natural resources should also be sensitive to how far-reaching the extent to which regulatory power over the use of resources can directly or indirectly turn the tables on whatever ostensible property rights arrangement is arrived at. This Article argues that the quality of the governing institution will determine the efficacy of the exercise of regulatory powers and should be given equal attention - even if the institution of private property rights is adopted for the particular emerging natural resources.

This Article is organized into seven Parts. Part II presents the Regulation and the underlying regulatory framework on climate resources in China. Part III addresses the legality of the Regulation’s nationalization provision. Part IV explains why nationalization is preferable to the public free access advocated by Chinese commentators. Part V analyzes the irrelevancy of state-ownership and highlights that the real issue at stake is governance. Part VI discusses implications on the contemporaneous property right discourse over climate resources and other emerging natural resources. Part VII concludes.

I. NATURALIZATION IN CONTEXT

This Part presents the “nationalization” controversy in China by examining the overall regulatory framework, the text of the Regulation, a comparison with other provincial regulations and the resulting public reaction.

A. Regulatory Framework for Climate Resources

The conceptualization of climate and weather as an economically valuable resource is a relatively recent development under Chinese law. The prevalence of severe natural weather disasters (e.g., flood, drought, typhoon, hail) throughout the history of Chinese civilization has inevitably led to laws and policies that emphasized forecasting and preventing weather disasters. For example, weather forecasting and disaster prevention is the central theme of a pioneering 1959 State Council document on weather-related government tasks. This document set the tone for subsequent regulations that govern the provision of weather services and safeguard meteorological observation facilities. There is no mention of climate as a resource, even in the relatively recent 1992 State Council document on proposed government tasks and actions on weather-related matters.

The major jurisprudential breakthrough came in 1994 when the use of climate resources was provided for expressly in written law. The Regulations on Meteorological Services, an important national-level regulation, consolidates the various regulations and rules relating to weather management. In addition to the chapters on meteorological observation, weather forecasting and disaster prevention, a chapter was dedicated to “meteorological services and exploitation of climate resources.” The term “climate resources” was defined as “climate conditions such as solar, thermal, hydraulic and wind energy which can be used in human economic activities.” The chapter indicated that the rational development, exploitation and protection of climate resources is encouraged by the state and set out the relevant governmental bodies responsible for the various spheres of climate resources. In particular, managing climate resources is delegated to various levels of local people’s government and advised by local meteorological agencies. The role of the central meteorological agency is limited to the consolidation and provision of meteorological data.

The legal status of climate resources was further elevated in 1999 when the Meteorological Law - a national law that is above a national-level regulation in the Chinese legal hierarchy - was passed to replace the Regulations on Meteorological Services. In addition to strengthening the regulatory authority of the meteorological departments, the provisions relating to climate resources remained largely similar except for two notable changes. First, climate feasibility studies are now required...
for large-scale climate resource exploitation projects. Second, the definition of climate resources was removed entirely. The first change is understandable in light of the recognition that the unregulated exploitation of climate resources has resulted in damage to both the environment and climate resources. However, the second change is curious. The legislative history and the legislative explanation of the Meteorological Law are both surprisingly silent about removing the definition of climate resources. One reason might have been to preserve the flexibility to expand the scope of the definition whenever technological advances facilitate the exploitation of new forms of climate resources.

B. The Regulation

Heilongjiang province is one of the top five provinces in China in terms of wind energy resources. The Regulation was enacted by the Standing Committee of the Heilongjiang People’s Congress in June 2012 in response to the rapidly increasing exploitation of wind and solar energy in the province. The basic thrust of the Regulation designates a regulatory authority for climate resource management and the regulatory framework for climate resource surveying. For example, Article 4 of the Regulation indicates that the provincial weather bureau is the supervisory body that oversees the execution of climate resource surveying and protection by the local weather bureaus in their respective administrative regions. Article 8 sets forth technical competency standards for surveying climate resources, and Article 12 governs climate feasibility studies. These provisions largely reflect the regulatory framework envisaged under the Meteorological Law.

The main controversy centered on Article 7 of the Regulation, which stipulates, “climate resources are owned by the state” and requires approval by the provincial meteorological bureau before surveying and using climate resources. Climate resources are defined to include wind, sunlight, precipitation and any component of the atmosphere that is capable of being used for human activities. The sanctions for failing to obtain the necessary permits are a fine between RMB 50,000 and RMB 100,000 and the confiscation of illegal gains. The stated legislative purpose is “promoting harmonized development between economic society and the natural environment.” Another purported justification is to prevent enterprises from staking their claims to these climate resources through preemptive investment, a practice that has occurred in other provinces.

C. Comparison with Other Provincial Regulations on Climate Resources

The perceived outrageous boldness of the Heilongjiang provincial government in stipulating the state ownership of climate resources and in imposing the requirement of regulatory permits for resource use has been heavily criticized by commentators. However, it is worth bearing in mind that the Meteorological Law does delegate the management of climate resources to the local people’s government. This delegation is a surprisingly decentralized regulatory structure for the Chinese government, which typically prefers direct regulatory supervision by the central government. One possible explanation is that the conceptualization of climate resource remains at a relatively formative stage in China, and the central government is thus prepared to allow some experimentation at the local provincial level on the management of these emerging natural resources.

A comparison with other provincial regulations on climate resources dampens the controversial uniqueness of the Regulation. Explicitly mentioning “state ownership” is a novelty; no other regulation from Shanxi province, Guizhou province, the Tibet Autonomous Region, and the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Regions makes such a proclamation. However, the real meat of the Regulation - requiring regulatory permits for climate resource use - is not entirely unusual. All the other provincial regulations contain regulatory controls on climate resource usage in the form of climate feasibility studies. The regulations typically require climate feasibility studies to be conducted by the relevant meteorological departments for any large-scale wind- or solar-energy project.

There is a qualitative difference between climate feasibility studies and regulatory permits under the Regulation. The requirement of climate feasibility studies originates from the Meteorological Law and is generally a less stringent regulatory burden. In the majority of the provincial regulations, a fine is typically imposed for failure to conduct the required climate
feasibility studies, but there is typically no mention of the consequences of an unfavorable climate feasibility study or the confiscation of gains under the Regulation. Nevertheless, it is possible to elevate the feasibility studies into a significant and potent form of regulatory control. For example, the Tibet Autonomous Region requires a favorable result of climate feasibility studies as a precondition for the planning/building permits for a climate resource usage project.

D. The Public Reaction

In any event, the perceived “nationalization” of wind and sunlight was widely criticized by Chinese commentators. One popular jibe is whether citizens must now pay to enjoy a breeze on a sunny afternoon, another asks whether the state “owner” of wind and sunlight is liable for damages with respect to any civil claims for injuries caused by wind and sunlight. Other critics have expressed skepticism regarding the purported legislative purpose of “promoting coordinating development between economic society and natural environment” and regard the legislation as a typical example of either a power grab by the regulatory department or revenue generation by the government. Although the deputy director of the Heilongjiang provincial Meteorological Bureau has emphasized that the regulatory permission does not come with any additional monetary charges, this emphasis did not quell skepticism about hidden fees or concerns about rent seeking in the administrative approval process. Opponents also noted that such measures add unnecessary bureaucratic red tape and administrative costs to enterprises and are contrary to the national policy of promoting clean energy.

The public endorsement of the Regulation by the director of the National Meteorological Bureau as compliant with national laws and as a useful reference model for other provinces has also done little to deflect concerns regarding the Regulation’s legality. The main critique has focused on the purported “nationalization” of climate resources and the implications of government restrictions. Jie Dai has indicated that climate resources belong to the entire population and are distinct from state ownership. Professor Gangzhi Zhou argued that in light of the public-interest nature of climate resource usage, the state is not permitted to impose charges on the use of these resources in the guise of nationalization.

There are two other notable legal critiques of the Regulation. The first is procedural in nature. Certain commentators have argued that the legislative authority that allows the legislature to alter “basic economic institutions” is vested only in the national legislative body and not in any provincial legislative body. The other legal argument notes that wind and sunlight cannot be regarded as the subject matter of property. Eminent Chinese climate resources scholar Lu Zhang highlights the inappropriateness of property rights in relation to a subject matter that cannot be readily and precisely quantified. This point is echoed by Wujun Liu, editor-in-chief of the official legal magazine for China’s judiciary, who emphasizes that property in the legal sense must be controllable and have sufficient scarcity and that both characteristics are absent from climate resources.

Amidst the chorus of criticism, there are some lonely voices of qualified support. Lin Li suggests that the popular criticism of paying for sunshine and wind is completely misconceived because the Regulation is only targeted at the commercial use of climate resources. Yongqiang Li supports the Regulation, citing the increasing scarcity of climate resources because of increased exploitation, but nevertheless opines that administrative permits should be allocated without any charges. Professor Jinghua Zhuang supports the state ownership of climate resources with the caveat of the obligation to tolerate free use by the public.

II. NATIONALIZATION IS LEGAL

The nationalization of climate resources by the Regulation has certainly touched a raw nerve. This Part critically examines the central legal issue of whether the nationalization of climate resources is compatible with current Chinese law by addressing two related objections. First, does the intangible and uncontrollable nature of climate resources render these resources incapable of being the subject matter of property rights? Second, are climate resources publicly owned resources that are not susceptible to the ownership of any entity, including the state? Although the administrative procedural aspect of the Regulation is not the focus of this Article, it is worth noting that the objection based on legislative overreach would be
largely negated if, as this Part shall argue, climate resources are legally subject to state ownership under Chinese law and the Regulation’s “nationalization” provision is simply a restatement of current law.

A. Climate Resources Can Be the Subject Matter of Property

One preliminary objection against nationalization is that the intangible and abundant nature of climate resources presents significant jurisprudential obstacles with recognizing climate resources as property that can be owned by an entity.

This critique reflects the general hesitation under Chinese jurisprudence toward the recognition of property rights with regard to intangible property. The prevailing view in China is that intangible property is not covered by the Property Law, the otherwise monumental legal milestone in the recognition and protection of property rights. A recent interpretative book from the official law publisher for the State Council legal office emphasized the distinction between intangible property and tangible property and opined that specific legislation is necessary to regulate matters relating to the latter. Prominent Chinese property rights scholar Wang Limin has also advanced a similar conceptual distinction between tangible property and intangible property. Although recognizing the international trend to increasingly emphasize the economic value of property as the defining characteristic of property rights, Yihua Zhang and Xiaojing Luo nevertheless retained the view that intangible property is, as a matter of principle, not generally covered by the Property Law. This conceptual distinction between tangible property and intangible property is the result of confusing terminology, particularly when applied in the context of climate resources. “Property rights” in Chinese can be either “wuquan” or “caichan quan.” “Wuquan” is the main subject matter covered in the Property Law and generally refers to tangible property. “Caichan quan” encompasses a broader concept and is an essentially an economic definition for rights to certain economic interests. Although the two phrases have different meanings, the interchangeable use of the concepts is unfortunately commonplace.

This terminology explains and also negates the critiques against the proprietary nature of climate resources that are based on an assessment of climate resources against the incorrect benchmark of “wuquan.” The constitutional provision of property is framed as “caichan” and not limited to “wuquan.” The law will recognize and protect “caichan” that is owned by both private entities and the state. The argument that “ownership rights” are peculiar to “wuquan” also does not hold because the Property Law (“wuquan fa”) itself contains a special chapter on ownership that addresses various state-owned properties (“guoyou caichan”) extensively in the broader economic sense. That chapter affirms that for state-owned property at least, the satisfaction of “caichan” would have sufficed for legal recognition. As long as sunlight and wind can be conceived as subject matter to which economic rights can attach - and the international experience does confirm this possibility - then it can be the subject matter of state-owned property.

B. Public Property is State-Owned Property Under Chinese Law

The other criticism of the state ownership of climate resources is based on the notion that climate resources are a form of public property owned by the entire population and should be able to be enjoyed and used by everyone. This section explains the civil-law origin of this notion of public property and argues that the concept is inapplicable in modern Chinese law.

1. Public Property Under Civil Law

Roman law, the bedrock of modern civil law, typically recognizes public property based on public use. Air, running water and the sea are classic examples of such res communes that cannot be legally owned; however, the law also recognizes that everyone has the right to enjoy the use of such public property. A similar concept, res publicae, involves property such as public roads, rivers and harbors that are typically owned by the state but in which private property interests can exist.
However, regardless of ownership, the public cannot be excluded from accessing and enjoying of this type of property.  

This understanding continues to be reflected in modern civil jurisdictions such as France and Germany in which the classification of public property depends on use rather than on ownership. In Germany, property that is subject to public ownership cannot prima facie be the subject matter of private transactions. Known as “public property proper,” these public properties are deemed to be property that has a beneficial function to the public. The objective of the public beneficial use of public property is regulated by administrative law orders of dominion and use. Public property can be designated pursuant to legislation or administrative act, as in the case of groundwater systems under private land. “Public property proper” can be contrasted with “public financial assets” that are property owned in a private capacity by a public authority. 

Under French law, public property is differentiated into “state public property” (or “public domain”) and “state-owned private property,” with the former relating to property that is directly used by the public or modified for public use. Public roads, navigable rivers, beaches, ports and other property that is not susceptible to private ownership are considered “public domain.” There are also other things that belong to no one but whose usage is common to all (including air, light, the sea, rivers and solar heat); the use of these things is regulated by public order statutes. The rules governing the management of these public properties are in the realm of public law and enforced by administrative courts. In particular, any property that is considered to be the “public domain” must undergo special procedures with regard to reclassification before the property can be transferred to a private person. 

*98 2. The “Privatized” Right to Wind and Sunlight Under Civil Law

This seemingly attractive idea of public property in which the entitlement and the right of use are vested in the public and not excludable by discrete entities underpins the objections toward the “nationalization” of climate resources in China. As noted above, Chinese commentators frequently characterize the nationalization provision and the requirement of regulatory permit as an impediment by the state to the inherent rights of the public to access and use the resources. Even scholars who support state ownership and/or regulatory control advocate for the imperative of free public access to resources. Although this conceptualization of public property based on civil law has not been expressly debated in the controversy over the Regulation, Chinese academics in recent years have pushed for a civil-law concept of public property. 

For example, in his case study of the Chinese courts’ treatment of religious property, Professor Jianwen Zhang identifies the subtle judicial recognition of public access as a limiting characteristic on the use of publicly owned religious property and argues for a systematic reworking of the current Chinese approach to incorporate the normatively superior civil-law concept of public property. Zhang argues that the requirement of public access to public property would ensure a better appreciation of the public entitlement in using the property and prevent the possible mismanagement of the property for improper private gains. In a similar vein, Professor Zechang Xiao strongly criticizes the common practice of charging steep entry fees for Chinese natural, cultural and historic tourist attractions and suggests that such tourist attractions are “social public property” to which public access cannot be denied. In particular, the government is prohibited from using market mechanisms (i.e., charging market rates) in allocating property that should be freely accessible to the public. 

The ironic aspect of this push for civilian conceptualization of public property is that other facets of civil law prescriptions for property entitlement are actually antithetical to the normative concerns of the “nationalization” objectors. “Nationalization” is rejected because of the desire to preserve the public entitlement and access to climate resources. However, the right to harness climate resources is typically allocated by civil law jurisdictions in accordance with ownership of the underlying land. Under the German civil code, for instance, the right of the owner of land extends to the space above the surface and to the terrestrial areas below the surface, subject to interferences at such heights or depths that the owner has no interest in their exclusion. Similarly, the French civil code posits that ownership of land includes the ownership of what is above and below the ground, although this conceptualization is often limited in practice by various regulations, such as land-use planning rules, telecommunications law and aviation law. This principle echoes the basic common law principle that vests title to natural resources above and below the surface of a plot of land in accordance with title to the land itself. The principle, also known as the ad coelum rule, uses boundary lines to determine the rights to natural resources.  
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For the objectors of “‘nationalization,’’ this “privatization” of climate resources would be worse than state ownership in terms of unrestricted public access.

Moreover, in the particular context of China, this line of thought would ironically strengthen the legal case for nationalization. Under Chinese law, the ownership of all land is vested either with the state or with the collectives. Private ownership of land is prohibited and private entities may only acquire land use rights. Given that the usufructuary rights acquirable by private entities under land use rights do not prima facie include the right to use natural resources, the right to harness climate resources remains vested in the state.

3. Public Property Under Chinese Law

In any event, the legal concept of public property is different in China. Notwithstanding an ostensibly civilian tradition, Chinese laws and policies are heavily influenced by the communist and socialist tradition as the result of Chinese Communist Party rule since 1949. One distinct manifestation of this ideology is its emphasis on protecting public property. A major platform of the Chinese Communist Party is the institution of a socialist state whereby public ownership is the dominant form of ownership in the country. Public ownership of property is deemed crucial for the survival and prosperity of the socialist state. This perspective remains the official stance of the country, notwithstanding the transition into a “socialist market economy” and the increased recognition of the economic contributions from privately owned entities.

Thus, it is not surprising that public property is given “inviolable” status under the Chinese Constitution. This status is in sharp contrast to private property, which has been recognized only since the 2004 constitutional amendment. Article 53 of the Chinese Constitution also expressly includes the protection of public property as the duty of the Chinese citizen. The “sacred and inviolable” nature of state property and its collective ownership by “the whole people” is reiterated in Article 73 of the Principles of Civil Law.

Notably for our inquiry, public property under Chinese law does not include any requirement of public access. Instead, ownership is the sole criterion in determining the status of property. Public property under Chinese law primarily consists of state property and collective property. Although not specifically defined in the Constitution, Article 12 provides that “socialist public property is inviolable. The state protects socialist public property. Appropriation or damaging of state or collective property by any organization or individual by whatever means is prohibited.” Article 9 of the Criminal Law also refers to public property. Article 91 of the Criminal Law recognizes a third form of public property - namely, “public donations to be used for aiding the poor and other public property” or any “such as” list. This is unlike the other constitutional provisions where a non-definitive list is typically provided, such as those in relation to the state ownership of natural resources or the setting up of people’s courts. Thus, by necessary implication, public property under existing Chinese constitutional framework can only be manifested in the form of state property or collective property.

This understanding of public property is echoed in other legislation. For example, Property Law only recognizes state owned and collectively owned as the two forms of non-private ownership rights of property. Notably, public property is given a broader definition under the Criminal Law. In addition to state property and collective property, Article 91 of the Criminal Law recognizes a third form of public property - namely, “public donations to be used for aiding the poor and other public services, or property of special funds.” This recognition, however, must be considered in light of the purpose of criminal law. The recognition of this third category of public property is to facilitate a more comprehensive criminalization of corruption and other abuses of power by state employees and personnel rather than to alter the general understanding of public property as a property rights arrangement.

Thus, if climate resources are indeed public property, these resources can only be state-owned property under current Chinese law. Aside from collective property managed by collectives, no other forms of public property are legally recognized in China. Indeed, the “nationalization” of natural resources such as climate resources conforms to Article 9 of the Constitution, which stipulates that “[a]ll mineral resources, waters, forests, mountains, grasslands, unreclaimed land, beaches and other natural resources are owned by the state,” and to Article 48 of the Property Law, which indicates that “[n]atural resources
such as forests, mountains, grasslands, waste lands and tidal flats shall be owned by the state.” Although the absence of an explicit reference to “climate resources” is commonly relied on by critics of nationalization and the Regulation, the authoritative legislative interpretation by the Civil Law Department of the NPC Legal Committee expressly confirms that climate resources are a form of natural resources covered under Article 48’s state ownership provision of the Property Law. The “nationalization” of climate resources under the Regulation merely reflects current Chinese law.

III. NATIONALIZATION IS PREFERABLE TO STATE OWNERSHIP

The legality of “nationalization” under the Regulation does not necessarily mean that nationalization is desirable, particularly when the legality depends on the strong socialist influence on Chinese law. The question remains as to whether the free access of the public that is advocated by Chinese commentators is preferable to state ownership. This Part argues that free access to the public will introduce the greater evil of the tragedy of the commons.

A. Uncertainty in Ownership and the Tragedy of the Commons

Advocating for free public access is based on the notion that climate resources belong to the general public. Yet as an amorphous entity, the “public” by itself is unable to actively manage these natural resources. Individual members of the general public lack both the capacity and incentive to effectively ensure the proper usage of publicly owned resources. The information costs necessary to track the usage of natural resources across the entire jurisdiction are far beyond the means of any individual members of the population. The management of public resources is also confronted by the free-rider problem, in which individual members may simply rely on others to expend resources and undertake the management because any benefits from effective management are enjoyed by the public as a whole. Thus, as the representative of the public, the state is the natural candidate for enforcing the rights of the public to use and enjoy these resources. In fact, the formation of the state is in part a response to the collective action problem that otherwise plagues decisions and actions that are purported to be on behalf of the general public.

The absence of an entity with the capacity and incentive that is necessary to manage the resources can result in the greater evil of the tragedy of the commons. The tragedy of the commons occurs when individuals, in pursuit of their self-interest, overexploit communally shared resources with little regard to the costs of their actions because they are borne by other individuals and society in general. Garrett Hardin, in his seminal article introducing the concept, used the example of a public-access pasture in which a herdsman calculates that he will retain all the benefits of adding a herd, but bear only a tiny fraction of the negative costs arising from overgrazing because such costs are shared by all the herdsmen. The typical modern example of tragedy of the commons is fishing in international waters, in which the lack of effective management of the natural resource has led to the depletion of fish stocks and the collapse of major fisheries. Such overexploitation is not restricted to circumstances in which public access is legally guaranteed but will similarly occur when private rights to the resources are insecure.

*105 B. The Problem of Externalities

At first glance, free public access to climate resources, particularly sunlight and wind, would not seem subject to the tragedy of the commons scenario because the resources are renewable, abundant and non-exhaustible. Indeed, the abundance of climate resources is a point frequently raised in objection to the Regulation. However, the tragedy of the commons can occur even when the resources are readily renewable. The depletion of resources is an important social cost that is ignored by individuals pursuing their own self-interest during resource exploitation. Nonetheless, the use of resources may generate other social costs even if the particular characteristic of the resource renders the risk of depletion negligible. For example, the tragedy of the commons is amply manifest in public roads, the otherwise classic public property to which public access is normatively required under Roman law and contemporary discourse. Although public roads are a renewable resource in the sense that current usage will not deprive future use, the absence of management over public roads has led to...
uncoordinated road overuse, as demonstrated by major traffic congestions in urban areas. These traffic congestions impose not only substantial time and fuel costs on motorists but also general environmental damages on the public.

*106 There is a similar pattern of negative externalities under a regime of free public access to the use of climate resources. Wind and solar energy are often considered green energy because of their renewable nature and low carbon emissions. However, the generation of wind and solar energy does impose significant negative externalities. Harnessing wind through wind turbines may impose externalities on neighboring land, such as noise, safety hazards, aesthetic harm, flicker effects, and a general decrease in property value. More importantly, the turbulence caused by a wind turbine can diminish wind flow to wind turbines located downwind, which reduces their electrical generation. The land-intensive nature of large-scale solar energy also threatens biodiversity and adversely affects the landscape aesthetically. The high usage of water by solar energy projects can also adversely affect current water resources, particularly because solar energy projects tend to be located in desert regions in which water is already scarce. Any exploitation of climate resources must balance these negative externalities with the direct and indirect benefits of renewable energy generation. However, private entities harnessing these climate resources under a regime of free public access have little incentive to take these costs into account, which by definition are borne by others.

C. The Disparate Accessibility of Free Public Access

Moreover, the problem with free public access to climate resources is not simply the excessive negative externalities that arise from overexploitation by self-interested entities. Unrestricted access to a resource does not guarantee actual and equal access by all members of the public. Instead, unrestricted access merely allocates the resource to segments of the population that are poised to exploit the resources. For example, the free access of ocean fisheries has benefited large corporations with capital and expertise depleting the fish at the expense of local small-scale fishermen. Similar usage patterns may be observed with greenhouse gas emissions—nature’s absorption capacity for greenhouse gases has been used to saturation by the industrialized north. Gerd Winter observes that free and unrestricted access to resources “implies that the more ancient and the more powerful users have often won priority over newcomers or less powerful ones.”

In the case of wind and solar energy generation, land ownership and capital investment become the de facto allocation mechanisms in the absence of an express ad coelum legal rule. Various solar and wind energy enterprises in China have made a concerted effort to claim these climate resources for themselves through preemptive investment. The disturbing practice of acquiring large tracts of lands and erecting wind turbines and solar panels merely for the sake of staking out the right to future exploitation—the current electrical grid infrastructure is not yet ready to fully use the electricity generated from these renewable resources—is in fact the purported justification for the Regulation. The alternative to regulatory intervention is not true public enjoyment but private entities capturing and hoarding the resources.

D. The Greater Evil?

In this regard, the state ownership of natural resources is a possible response to the tragedy of the commons problem. The state can exercise its ownership rights to exclude undesirable usage methods while coordinating access by legitimate users. Similarly, the “nationalization” of climate resources can be understood as an alternative approach to the externalities problem. The issue of externalities is theoretically negated under “nationalization” because the benefits and harms related to climate resource usage that occur within the jurisdiction of the state are now “internalized” by the state as owner. The state thus has the legal right and the proper incentive to ensure that the total benefits arising from the use of the climate resources are greater than the total harm. In terms of redistribution, the state as the manager of the resources can also levy fees on the use of the resources by private entities and use the collected fees to engage in publicly beneficial projects or otherwise redistribute the wealth to needy sections of the community.

*108 This utopian view of the state management of natural resources is, of course, unrealistic. Rent-seeking, corruption, and transaction costs can easily derail effective redistribution and externalities management. The corrupt exercise of state
ownership over natural resources produces numerous inefficiencies and inequalities. When the rights to natural resources are allocated based on the ability to bribe the government rather than the ability to make the best use of the resources, the natural resources are likely to be exploited by less efficient producers. Corruption may also lead government decision makers to manage resource usage inefficiently. Instead of considering overall social welfare, corrupt government officials are likely to make resource management decisions that either promote the private benefits of the bribing entity or extract the maximum bribes from competing entities. In terms of redistribution concerns, the general population suffers when the gains from natural resource usage are captured by corrupt government officials and the bribing entities. This inefficiency and inequality is present even in the absence of explicit bribery. The state may be indifferent towards the benefits and harm suffered by private entities, particularly when those entities lack political influence Information costs may also prevent an accurate assessment of the benefits and harms of the usage activities.

In the context of China, the Chinese Constitution equates the state ownership of natural resources with ownership by the entire population. However, even Chinese academics are not shy to note the bureaucratic, rent-seeking power grab in China’s regulatory allocation of natural resources or the profit-hungry usage of market allocation mechanisms. The authoritarian and undemocratic nature of the Chinese communist regime also calls into question its legitimacy as a true representative of the public.

The question thus is, which is the greater evil? This Article concedes that there is insufficient evidence to conclusively prove that free public access is inferior to the corrupt exercise of state ownership. The question is also largely dependent on context - the severity of the corruption certainly matters, as do the particular characteristics of the natural resources involved. Nevertheless, this Article makes three arguments in favor of China’s nationalization of climate resources. First, it is notable that the efficiency arguments against public management are premised on comparing public management with private property rights. The efficiency argument against the corrupt public management of resources is premised on private entities with the proper incentive to properly balance resource use and conservation under a regime of the private ownership of natural resources. The literature certainly does not suggest that a “free-for-all” scenario under free public access is preferable. Similarly, neither free public access nor a system of private ownership based on the ad coelum rule will advance genuine public enjoyment of the benefits of natural resource usage. In these circumstances, the corrupt exercise of state ownership is—at its worst—no worse than the tragedy of the commons in terms of efficiency and redistribution considerations.

Second, government in China is not in such a deteriorated state that public management of natural resources is a mere façade for corrupt transactions without any due considerations of social welfare. In international ranking, China ranks reasonably respectably with regards to governance as compared to other developing nations. Despite continued governance problems in China, commentators have acknowledged that Chinese governance has improved significantly in managing public resources with respect to climate change, renewable energy and state-owned enterprises. Externalities and redistributive considerations are likely to be at least partially addressed by Chinese government regulation and policy.

Third, historical experiences demonstrate the greater perils introduced by the withdrawal of state control over communal resources. Joshua Muldavin’s case study of resource management in reform-era China observed that villages with a complete breakdown of public property management institutions fare worse in environmental degradation and economic output compared to villages that retained at least some form of collective governance mechanisms and that managed to prevent a resource free-for-all. Tellingly, although the retention of public management control of the resources was far from perfect and was plagued with problems of corruption and misaligned incentives, Muldavin considered the alternative scenario of free-for-all to be inferior. In a similar vein, Shitong Qiao highlighted the severe problems that arose from the retreat of the state in the management of ostensibly publicly owned rivers during the post-socialist transition era. In particular, the de facto commons were plagued by environmental disasters caused by indiscriminate pollution and overfishing and the inequitable claim to resources based on superior power.

E. Summary: Throwing the Baby out with the Bath Water

Free public access is neither free nor public. The seemingly absent costs to individuals using the resources mask the...
substantial social costs borne by the general public. The seemingly open-to-the-public nature of unrestricted access *111 in reality allocates the resources only to those selected segments of the population in a position to exploit the resources. In the context of wind and solar energy, free public access will result in massive wealth transfers from the general public (who bears the costs) to large, land-possessing enterprises (who enjoy the benefits of resource exploitation). Given the concerns about inefficiencies and inequalities arising from the corrupt exercise of state ownership over natural resources, it is difficult to consider this scenario is preferable. Although opposition is motivated by legitimate grievances concerning the state of governance in China, the near-innocuous rejection of state intervention and the advocacy of free public access by Chinese commentators has overlooked the real and arguably greater dangers of inefficiencies and inequalities that would likely ensue under the tragedy of the commons.

IV. NATIONALIZATION IS IRRELEVANT

The previous Part argues that a clear designation of state ownership is preferable to the tragedy of the commons under free public access. However, state ownership is certainly not the only mechanism to address the externalities and redistributive issues arising from the usage of natural resources. This Part explains how the state, regardless of the identity of the rights holder to natural resources, is able to use its current array of regulatory powers to achieve the exact same outcome of resource management as if the state were exercising state-ownership rights. In both forms of resource management, the key determination of whether the outcome is good or bad is ultimately dependent on the issue of governance. Thus, this Part argues that whether a natural resource is state-owned is fundamentally less important than whether the governance institutions in relation to resource management is sound. In this regard, the problem with the enthusiastic debate concerning state ownership in China’s nationalization controversy is not simply about incorrect legal interpretations or the advocacy of normatively undesirable solutions. Instead, the dominance of the state-ownership issue precludes a critical examination of the regulatory scheme that the Regulation imposes to manage the usage of climate resources. This issue of governance improvement should be the focus of inquiry.

A. Regulatory Powers to Manage Externality and Redistribution

The externalities and redistribution problems that arise from free public access renders it a poor mechanism for resource management. The clear designation of the state as owner is one possible solution to resolve the *112 externalities and redistribution issues. However, state ownership is not a prerequisite for state intervention in externalities and redistribution.

Externalities concerns feature prominently in both common and civil law jurisprudence on property rights in climate resources. Whereas the ad coelum rule is a basic starting point for allocating the right to harness climate resources, *114 actual usage is subject to various legal restrictions. Under common law, the most obvious land-use restriction is the doctrine of nuisance. Nuisance may be broadly classified as either private or public. Private nuisance involves activities that cause a substantial and unreasonable interference with a claimant’s land or with a claimant’s use of that land. Public nuisance is typically a publicly enforced claim for activities that harm the community at large, although private claimants may obtain compensation if the claimants can show particular damage. In both types of nuisance, the courts essentially serve in the role of land-use regulator and must grapple with the unenviable task of balancing the rights of the landowner to use the land with the negative externalities arising from such use. The negative externalities caused by wind and solar energy generations have prompted litigation by neighboring landowners alleging nuisance with varying degrees of success. *116

The civil law tradition also has a legal concept akin to the common law doctrine of nuisance. Sometimes known as neighbor law, the concept operates to protect property owners from interference by private or public parties and in practice exhibits little difference from its common law counterpart. In Germany, a landowner can claim compensation for interferences that negatively impact the customary use or income from land beyond an expected degree. In Denmark, the decisive criterion for a successful claim is whether *113 the effects exceed the “limit of tolerance” expected under normal circumstances in the area in question. In Norway, the Neighbor Act prohibits activities that “unreasonably or unnecessarily” negatively affect neighboring property. This is assessed according to several factors, including the expectations of the neighborhood, the
severity of the nuisance on a limited group of people and the technical and economic feasibility of avoiding the nuisance. \textsuperscript{183} Neighbor law claims against wind turbine operators have been brought in Scandinavian courts, and compensation has been awarded by Norwegian courts. \textsuperscript{184}

In addition to these private law claims to govern the negative externalities inflicted on neighboring land owners, the exercise of the private rights to climate resources is also subject to various legislative and regulatory frameworks that regulate those activities. These frameworks might take the form of land-use regulations that depend on the nature and intensity of the activities\textsuperscript{148} or general environmental laws that restrict activities which may harm the environment. \textsuperscript{186} Public trust, a common law doctrine in the U.S. that has its origin in Roman law, is available to constrain both private and public entities. Based on the idea that some resources are forever to be held on trust for present and future generations, the public trust doctrine imposes restrictions on activities and usage that either compromise public access to the resources or the public interests inherent in those lands. \textsuperscript{187} Environmental \textsuperscript{*I14} groups and other opponents of large-scale climate energy projects have relied on the public trust doctrine to thwart the potential destruction of important wildlife habitats. \textsuperscript{188}

Taxation, one of the important regulatory powers of the government, is also a versatile tool to tackle both efficiency and redistributive concerns. A Pigovian tax may be imposed to ensure that the extractors of the natural resources bear the full costs of resource usage. \textsuperscript{189} In terms of redistributive concerns, whereas the parceling of climate resources in accordance with land ownership appears to concentrate the entitlement to climate resources into small groups of wealthy land owners, the economic value arising from these climate resources can be channeled back to the public coffers via taxes - whether the tax is a general tax on the profit arising from climate-resource harnessing\textsuperscript{190} or a specific tax for the operation of climate resource usage activities. \textsuperscript{191} Redistributive and efficiency issues are arguably less of a concern now for climate resources. Indeed, the current practice is geared toward state-provided subsidies to promote the use of renewable energy and reduce greenhouse gas emission. \textsuperscript{192} Nevertheless, the option of taxes is readily available once the technological and socio-economic circumstances of climate resource usage change.

\textsuperscript{115} B. Limited Distinctions between State Ownership and Regulation

There is no principled distinction between state ownership and state regulatory intervention in terms of their effects. Both modes of state intervention can address the redistributive and externalities problems arising from natural resource usage. Although at first glance the state enjoys greater flexibility and power in the exercise of state ownership compared to regulatory powers, the limitations on the exercise of regulatory powers are only marginally more onerous than the limitations of state ownership. Judicial checks tend to be more stringent for regulations than property disposition by the executive branch, which is often treated as an exercise of private law powers and excluded from judicial review. \textsuperscript{193} However, the checks are rather limited even for the former. Regulations and administrative decisions are reviewed primarily on the process by which the decisions are formulated, which typically is not a problem if the underlying law is worded with sufficient specificity and provided with sufficient procedural safeguards for affected entities. \textsuperscript{194} The legislative branch is also given a large amount of leeway in the formulation of tax policy, \textsuperscript{195} including taxes specifically targeting the exploitation of natural resources. \textsuperscript{196} Regulatory takings claims are available but only in limited circumstances that typically involve the near extinguishing of all economically viable activities on the land. \textsuperscript{197}

\textsuperscript{116} Similarly, both modes of state intervention are subject to the inherent risks of governance failure that can easily thwart the ideal of state intervention and that frequently do occur in practice. If properly executed, the judicial and legislative initiatives discussed immediately in the previous section can effectively manage the externalities and redistribution goals. However, as with the problems of governance that can thwart the proper exercise of ownership rights by the state, transaction costs are again a critical concern with respect to proper execution in practice. Environmental regulations and other regulatory frameworks that might manage climate resource exploitation may be subject to rent seeking by affected interest groups and to the inevitable bureaucratic costs of implementing the regulations. \textsuperscript{198} There may also be regulatory lacuna in which there are competing potential regulators and “a mismatch between the regulators’ jurisdictions and the injurious activity’s causes and effects” that can lead to under-regulation. \textsuperscript{199} Judicial administration involves costly litigation expenses that can outweigh the value of the rights litigation. \textsuperscript{200} The uncertainty associated with the ad hoc nature of litigations further limits the efficacy of
judicial administration as a means of managing externalities. It at the end of the day, a government that allocates state-owned assets to politically influential minority interest groups is just as likely to enact regulations to benefit those same interest groups.

It is true that depending on the socio-legal context, the mode of state intervention can affect the effectiveness and risks of governance failure. For example, in the three-branch separation of powers system in the U.S., there are arguably more procedural checks inherent in the legislative enactment of laws and authorized regulations than in the executive branch’s disposal of state property. Conversely, the distinction between regulation and the disposal of property is most likely less significant in the Westminster parliamentary system in the U.K. and other former English colonies in which the executive branches and the legislative branches are largely of the same political composition. Increasing public awareness and acceptance of the takings nature of regulation may also serve as de facto constraints over the exercise of regulatory powers.

In the particular context of the current Chinese socio-legal framework, however, the irrelevance is particularly pronounced. First, the concentration of power in the Communist Party in China’s authoritarian regime renders the nuances concerning the risks of governance failure among the different government branches mute. The close institutional ties of the judiciary with the provincial government in China make the lack of judicial independence a problematic issue. It is also difficult to imagine any real intra-government tension between the government leaders and the largely “rubber-stamp” legislative branch of the National People’s Congress. The efficacy and shortfalls of governance in China are materially indistinguishable for both the management of state-owned assets and the exercise of regulatory power.

Second, the mode of state intervention with respect to the use of climate resources will be identical whichever property rights conceptualization of climate resources is adopted. Regardless of whether climate resources are state-owned, the right to use these resources will be both restricted and allocated via administrative permits under the Administrative Permit Law, which was enacted in 2003 to enhance administrative accountability and governance in China. Article 12 explains the five main categories of circumstances in which administrative permits may be instituted, two of which are relevant. Given the negative externalities associated with large-scale solar and wind energy generation, administrative permits for climate resource use can be justified under the broadly worded Article 12(1) provisions for “public safety ... [and] environment protection.” As demonstrated in the Regulation, the right to use the purportedly state-owned climate resources is allocated via the administrative permits. Similarly, even if ad coelum rights theory is adopted in China to wed climate resource rights to the underlying land, the exact same regulatory restrictions can continue to be placed on use because of Article 12(1).

In addition, Article 12(2) also expressly allows for administrative permits to regulate the “exploitation of limited natural resources.” This allowance is important for both externalities and redistributive concerns because, read together with Article 53, the system of administrative permits can include a limitation on the number of permits issued and the default allocation of those permits via “tender, auction and other fair competitive measures.” This measure authorizes the charging of market fees for the use of climate resources. Again, neither the operation of Article 12(2) nor Article 53 is premised on the resources being state-owned. The state can continue to limit administrative permits on climate resources because of negative externalities and essentially can capture the economic value of the climate resources regardless of the ownership of the resources. Although the use of “limited” may suggest the non-applicability of auctions to climate resources, it is worth noting that the Shanghai municipal government has been using monetary auctions to allocate the limited number of vehicle licenses. The fact that roads are a readily renewable resource has not prevented this use of market mechanisms to allocate what are essentially administrative permits to use the roads. In any event, general taxes or special taxes can be levied to effectively transfer the economic value of the climate resources back into public coffers and/or achieve the desire redistributive effect.

C. The Inquiry that Should Have Been

The insight into how the state ownership of climate resources is immaterial to the resource management mechanisms employed by the Chinese state not only renders the vigorous public debate on the issue irrelevant but also distracts from the...
pertinent issue at hand - how the regulatory regime instituted by the Regulation actually operates. For all the voluminous 
newspaper reports and academic journals that have excitedly discussed, critiqued and debated the “nationalization” of wind 
and sunlight, little ink has been expended to explain the issue of governance. A cursory glance at the wording of the 
Regulation itself reveals aspects of it that deserved greater scrutiny. 

For starters, one may enquire whether the criteria for regulatory approval under the permit system closely relate to the stated 
policy objectives and are defined with sufficient specificity to avoid abuse of regulatory discretion by the government. Article 8 of the Regulation describes the following three conditions for regulatory permits: 1) the applicant must have independent status as a legal person; 2) the survey equipment must conform *120 to the technical specifications set forth by 
the National Meteorological Bureau; and 3) the surveying personnel must meet the qualification specifications set forth by 
the provincial meteorological bureaus. Although little public attention has been directed at these seemingly non-onerous and technical criteria, close examination reveals several potential problems. 

First, the requirement of separate legal status inexplicably excludes applications by natural persons and business associations 
without separate legal personality (such as partnerships and sole proprietorships), which is to the possible detriment of small 
and medium-size enterprises that disproportionately use such business vehicles. Second, the difference in the source of technical specifications for equipment (national level) and personal (provincial level) is curious and may suggest a protectionist regulatory maneuver with respect to the latter. Third, and perhaps most critically, these criteria do not appear to bear any relation to the purported legislative objective to prevent enterprises from staking their claims in climate resources by 
making preemptive investments. Regulatory assessment based on the requirements of separate legal personhood status, proper equipment and qualified personnel will not stop an enterprise from entrenching its claim to climate resources. This scenario renders the introduced permit system a curious combination of harmlessness (because of the limited regulatory burden imposed) and uselessness (because of the incoherence of the approval criteria and legislative objective). 

In addition, the procedural aspects of the newly instituted regulatory permit system merit closer examination. The Regulation is silent with respect to any mechanism of appeal by private entities whose application for permit is denied. Although the current Administrative Litigation Law may fill the gap, it may be prudent to follow other regulations and expressly provide for *121 procedures that better meet the circumstances of a particular permit system. Given the negative externalities of wind and solar energy generation imposed on neighboring lands and on the general public, there should also be a discussion as to whether some form of public consultation should be incorporated into the process as there is with other jurisdictions. 

Although these considerations may be less eye-catching to the public, these are the issues that materially affect the fair and efficient use of natural resources. In its current state, the regulatory scheme suffers from both an incoherency vis-à-vis the legislative objective and a deficiency in procedural safeguards. More importantly and unfortunately, these issues are overlooked in the enthusiastic debate over state ownership. 

V. GENERAL IMPLICATIONS 

In addition to the legality issue whose relevancy is more confined to the study of Chinese law, socialist law and/or comparative law, two broader takeaway lessons emerge from this case study of the nationalization of climate resources in China. First, notwithstanding any legitimate distrust or grievance regarding the governance of a particular jurisdiction, any instinctive rejection of state intervention over natural resource usage is likely to introduce greater externalities and redistributive problems under the tragedy of the commons. Second, regardless of the proposed property rights arrangement for emerging natural resources, it is imperative to appreciate that the strengths and weaknesses of any property rights arrangement can be reversed or enhanced by current regulatory powers typically available to the state. 

A. Improvement Rather than Rejection: Reflection from Reich’s “New Property” 

This Article is sympathetic to the distrust of China’s government that underpins the strong objections to the “nationalization”
of climate resources under the Regulation. However, there is also danger in instinctively rejecting all state intervention because it introduces the tragedy of the commons that guarantees neither equitable nor efficient allocation of resources.

*122 At this juncture, it is worth taking a leaf from the jurisprudential development concerning “new property” in the U.S. pioneered by the aptly titled article “The New Property” by Charles A. Reich. Reich discusses various forms of government-created wealth, ranging from government benefits and subsidies to regulatory actions such as occupational licenses and franchises. Other scholars have since developed and refined this concept of “regulatory property” as a new form of property that is distinct from traditional property. Reich and others have highlighted the danger of how the magnification of the government’s power and dominion over private individuals can threaten the constitutional rights and liberties of the affected individuals. This recognition of the new forms of property created by the expansion of government power run parallel to state intervention via ownership rights regarding resources that were previously subject to no ostensible legal control, i.e., the assertion of state ownership over climate resources and the establishment of a regulatory permit scheme under the Regulation. The regulatory restrictions on the exploitation of climate resources inevitably reduce the freedom of private entities to use the resources.

However, what is notable is that Reich’s proposed solution to this risk of government abuse is not a smaller government either in size or scope. Reich aptly observes that the modern socio-economic realities render such a move merely a transfer of power back to the private cooperation (“private governments”) that the public-interest state was originally designed to replace. Thus, rather than a rejection of the state, Reich and others focus on a more robust check on the government’s discretion in allocating and recalling this wealth. Likewise, in this case study of climate resource, state intervention is a necessary evil to manage the redistribution and externalities *123 considerations of resource usage. In such circumstances, the focus of inquiry should be on improving government rather than its complete rejection.

To a certain extent, this problem of complete rejection is less pronounced in American jurisprudential discourse. The affinity toward private property in the legal culture indicates that any distrust of government resources will typically dictate a proposal for private property rights that minimize state involvement in the allocation and management of natural resource usage. For example, Andrew P. Morriss et al. highlight the shortcomings of public management inherent in various possible resource management mechanisms over mineral resources in federal land (e.g., auction, leasing and public ownership) and support a mechanism that creates clear and strong private property rights to the mineral resources with minimal state intervention. Similarly, Erika Weinthal & Pauline Jones Luong challenge the prevailing international proposals for strengthening governance institutions to manage the state’s natural resources and argue instead for domestic private ownership in light of the inherent and inevitable governance deficiencies in resource-rich developing countries. Private property is in fact a form of state institution that reduces the effect of state mismanagement and also avoids the problem of the tragedy of the commons.

This preference for private property over public management can be contrasted in China. The prevailing advocacy of free public access in China is a response to both the distrust regarding state governance and to market mechanisms. As discussed above, the argument for public access by Professor Xiao is a reaction to the charging of market rates by the state for admission to natural, cultural and historic tourist attractions. The basic consensus among critics of the Regulation’s nationalization is also that climate resources belong to the entire population. Converting these currently publicly owned resources into private property held by select private entities would be the antithesis of the redistribution concerns that drive the skepticism against state governance.

*124 Tellingly, these reservations about market mechanisms and private property are rather common in developing countries. For example, in India, the recognition of private property in the Indian constitution is fraught with public and political resistance because of concerns about wealth redistribution. The aversion to private property is also prevalent in the management of natural resources, in which “resource nationalism” has been on the rise in several developing countries, such as Brazil’s emphasis on public ownership of hydrocarbon resources and the corresponding flexibility to foster national policy goals that can be contrasted with the American legal culture of limited government intervention in property rights. On a more extreme level is the case of Venezuela, in which restrictions on the majority private ownership of oil resources were elevated to an outright conversion of private property to state-owned property over the past few years. Such hostility toward
private property and market mechanisms is understandable given the prevailing populist political forces in these jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{238}

Moreover, free public access has an inherently attractive quality such that it can thwart the adoption of market and private property mechanisms - even in the U.S. One telling example is public roads. Despite the widely recognized severe traffic congestion resulting from the tragedy of the commons amid unrestricted public access,\textsuperscript{239} any attempts to impose congestion pricing or other restrictions on road travel is met with strong public resistance based on the premise that roads are a form of public property that the public is entitled to access.\textsuperscript{240} From a public perspective, it is not difficult to see why any alteration of free public access (particularly through monetary fees) is perceived to increase the general burden on the population.\textsuperscript{241} In addition, such alterations may also be perceived as introducing inequities by posing \textsuperscript{125}barriers to travel for those with less income,\textsuperscript{242} particularly given the lack of sufficient trust in the government’s ability to equitably and efficiently distribute the increased revenue.\textsuperscript{243}

Thus, although the danger of rejecting all state intervention is greater for developing countries such as China because of unease regarding both state governance and private property, it is important not to lose sight of the fact that free public access has an alluring, if misleading, public appeal that can galvanize popular sentiment against a more efficient and fairer allocation of natural resources. The takeaway implication of not throwing the baby (i.e., necessary governance) out with the bath water (i.e., bad governance) also remains applicable to other jurisdictions.

\section*{B. Sensitivity to Background Regulatory Powers}

The second takeaway implication relates to the property rights discourse regarding emerging natural resources. Technological advances and socio-economic changes have introduced a new type of resource exploitation concerning naturally occurring substances that were not previously regarded as a form of valuable natural resources. The debate concerning the appropriate property right arrangement of sunlight and wind is a direct consequence of the increasing emphasis on renewable energy caused by the depletion of fossil fuels and concerns about climate change.\textsuperscript{244} Other examples of emerging natural resources have spurred debates over how the rights to these emerging natural resources should be defined and allocated. The technological innovation of carbon sequestration and heat mining has prompted renewed attention to the property rights of the space beneath the land surface.\textsuperscript{245} Water vapor in the atmosphere is another emerging frontier that is likely to prompt novel legal and policy discussions about improvements in weather modification technologies.\textsuperscript{246}

\textsuperscript{126}These various discourses about appropriate property rights arrangement are typically premised on the notion that clearly defined property rights is a necessary - even if not sufficient - prerequisite to a solution.\textsuperscript{247} Given the tragedy of the commons that is created by the absence of a clearly designated entity with the ability and incentive to properly manage a resource, this Article certainly agrees with the underlying objectives of these discourses. However, the discussion regarding the irrelevancy of state ownership in Part V highlights how the strengths and weaknesses of any particular proposed property rights arrangement can be undermined/mitigated by the state exercise of regulatory power. For example, the popular choice of private property rights is associated with the advantages of having given the private owner the incentive and accompanying freedom to choose the most appropriate form of resource use.\textsuperscript{248} However, this freedom can be substantially curtailed by various forms of legislative and judicial pronouncements that might mandate the scope and manner of the resource use.\textsuperscript{249} Similarly, the choice and extent of taxes can substantially distort the incentives for optimal resource use. For example, excessive premature exploitation may be induced by a property tax regime that imposes a higher rate of property tax because of the increased value of land containing natural resources.\textsuperscript{250} Conversely, higher profit tax rates may deter exploitation, particularly when the resource use involves substantial risk and capital investments.\textsuperscript{251}

On the flip side, these regulatory measures can be conceptualized as mitigating the disadvantages of private property. Nuisance, neighbor laws, and environmental regulations can help solve the externalities problem of private owners ignoring the costs of their activities if those costs occurs beyond their property boundary. Redistributive taxation can also address the inequality of granting windfalls to those private property owners who benefit when private property is created.\textsuperscript{252}
Thus, although the discourse regarding the appropriate property rights arrangement is important, the mere designation/clarification of the identity of the rights holder and the content of those rights is itself only half of the picture. It is imperative to appreciate the manner in which the background regulatory powers can step in to materially alter the practical consequences of the property rights arrangement. Whether such alterations are normatively desirable depends on the quality of governance that exercises those regulatory powers. Governance remains the critical issue that cannot be ignored, particularly in developing countries that lack robust, transparent and accountable governing institutions. In this context, a close examination of the technical specifics regarding how decisions on natural resource usage are actually managed is as important as the broader and often more exciting question concerning property rights.

CONCLUSION

The controversy over the “nationalization” of climate resources in China provides an illustrative case study to highlight the actual issues at stake in natural resource management. State ownership, notwithstanding its legality under Chinese law, is merely a red herring. The state is amply endowed with general regulatory and taxing powers to address the negative externalities and redistribution concerns arising from natural resource usage even when the natural resources are privately owned. The distrust over China’s government underpinning the objections to “nationalization” is equally important with respect to such exercises of the state’s regulatory and taxing powers. The vehement opposition to nationalization in China is objectionable not only because of the tragedy of the commons that would be introduced under the free public access that is advocated but also because this opposition obscures the more important and practically relevant issues regarding the regulatory permit regime embodied in the Regulation.

These insights are particularly relevant to the management of emerging natural resources. Technological advancements and changes in socio-economic circumstances have increasingly generated debates about the appropriate property rights arrangement to manage resources that might seem inexhaustible and abundant. Yet the typical default absence of state intervention in the management of such resources aggravates the inertia against transition to more suitable allocation mechanism. In this regard, it is worth bearing in mind that the solution to poor governance in the modern world is typically not the absence of governance but an improvement in governance. In addition, this newfound attention on the property right issue of these emerging natural resources should not lose sight of how the current array of available regulatory powers can fundamentally alter the efficiency and redistributive outcomes of the initial allocation and definition of property rights.
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